Call for Papers

Yarmouk University- The Second International Conference of
The Faculty of Economics and Administrative Sciences
April 28-30, 2015-Irbid City-Jordan

Over the past decade or so, the world has witnessed financial, monetary, and economic crises which had their imprint not only on the capitalist economy but on all over the world.

Recently the Arab Region has witnessed political upheavals referred to as the Arab Spring which necessitated the implementation of various reforms in different spheres of life.

There is no doubt that the changes which have taken place all over the world and in the Arab arena make it imperative to diagnose and analyze these changes and identify their causes and consequences. Such diagnosis and evaluation will highlight the opportunities and threats and the lessons to be learned.

The present conference aims at highlighting the reality of these changes and the opportunities and threats provided by them in the economic, financial and administrative areas. Therefore, the conference intends to suggest solutions to deal with these changes.

Objectives of the Conference

1. In-depth analysis and critical evaluation of the opportunities and challenges to better understand the reality of these challenges and suggest strategies to deal with them.
2. Investigating and analyzing the experiences of some countries regarding procedures and policies used to tackle these opportunities and challenges.
3. Participation of researchers and scholars in economics, finance, management, accounting and politics to provide future insights about the mechanisms for dealing with the opportunities and challenges and capitalize on their positives.

Topics

The First Topic: International and regional changes: Reflection, challenges and opportunities.
- Economic Globalization
- The International economic and financial crises
- The malfunctioning of human values
- The Arab Spring
- The technological and information revolution

The Second Topic: Reform Policies and procedures in the following fields:
- Economic and financial reform
- Accounting reform
- Administrative reform
- Marketing reform

The Third Topic: Experiences of Arab Spring Countries
- The Jordanian Experience
- The Egyptian Experience
- The Libyan Experience
- The Tunisian Experience
- The Syrian Experience
- The Moroccan Experience
- Other Arab countries experiences

The Fourth Topic:

Future Vision to Deal with Changes:
- Development from human and ethical perspective
- Islamic financing
- Restructuring of the Capitalist economy
- The new role for governments and its relationship with the private sector

Requirements of represented papers:
- The paper should be related to one of the conference main topics
- Papers can be written in English or Arabic,
- Papers will be evaluated for the conference proceedings
- Papers should be written by using Microsoft word 2003-2007 using Times New Roman font 12 if written in English or using simplified Arabic font 14 if written in Arabic.
- The paper should not exceed 7000 words,
- Final version of the paper should be received no later than March 15-2015

**How to participate**

- By presenting a paper or attending the conference
- Presenters of papers should provide an abstract of 250 words no later than *February 15-2015*.
- Fill the participation form and send it by email Economcis.BT@yu.edu.jo or fax it to the following number 00962-2-7211147
- Details about the conference are available on the website http://www.yu.edu.jo/economics

**Fees:**

- Conference fees for participants Living in Jordan is JD 100 or $140.
- For participants from outside Jordan $ 300. It includes residence during the conference period in Irbid City.
- In return for the fees the participants gets the followings:
  - conference proceedings.
  - Food and drinks Buffet during the breaks
  - Two Lunch Invitations.

**Registration:**

Please attach a check of the conference fees and mail it to: Deanship of Faculty of Economics and Administrative Sciences: Economics Conference or through a bank transfer to the following address: Yarmouk University, Contemporary Changes: Opportunities and Threats Conference.

Please send a copy of the check to the following fax number 00962-2-7211147 indicating your name and the name of the conference and mail it to CAIRO-AMMAN BANK-IRBID-JORDAN. Account Number in US dollar  $ 0253060064500, IBAN JO51 CAAB 1200 0000 0025 3060 0645 00, Swift Code:CAABJOAM

**Please send all correspondences to the following address:**

Professor Fuad N. Al-Shaikh

Head of the Organizing Committee

Email: eco_fshaikh@yu.edu.jo or alshaikhfuad@yahoo.com

Yarmouk University-Tel: 00962-2-7211111- ext: 6804

P.O. Box 566, fax 2- 00962-7211147-Irbid-Jordan